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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the authors describe an outline of the riprup mound levelling machine and the results of being
used at the construction site of deep-sea breakwater at Kamaishi Harbor. The top faces of the mounds are
levelled over supplying with rubbers by the machine. So the machine consists of 'a riprup supply unit and
a mound levelling unit. The author's group have already used it at Karnaishi several times and have gotten
desired results.

1. PREFACE

Structure of breakwaters, as a peripheral facility of ports and harbors is generally the mixed structure type
composed o f caissons and ri prup mounds, and top surfaces of these riprup mounds for installing caissons arc still levelled
by manpower using divers.

However, port and harbor constructions recently tend to be conducted more in the offing and in waters with large
depths, where construction woks obliged to be performed under severe oceanic climate conditions. Under such
conditions, the diving time ofdivers is limited liar their health, so that causes the reduction of working hours and the
lowering of work efficiency. Furthermore it become difficult to secure the necessary number of divers due to decrease
in number of divers and advancement of divers' age. That means manpower levelling is very hard to cope thoroughly
with such as deep-sea works.

Under these circumstances, Second District Port and Harbor Construction Bureau, Ministry of Transport started
the development and research activities about mechanized execution of levelling work from 1976, and fabricated an
experiment machine in 1983. Afterthat, through demonsurativecxperimentsofbuilding riprup mounds and improvements,
the machine was accomplished in 1989. The machine is new in use at the mouth of Kamaishi Harbor where the deep-
sea breakwaters for the prevention of tsunami disaster are under construction. The depth of its installation is
approximately -65m and the machine works at the site of-25 - -32m depth which means the top 01 '010 riprup mound.

This report described an outline of the riprup mound levelling machine and the results.

2. BACKGROUND OF DEVELOPMENT OFTI-IE MOUND LEVELLING MACHINE

So far riprup tops for caisson installation were - I Om - -I5m in general, but under the recent trend of harbor
constructions that breakwaters are constructed more in the oiling and under larger water depths, many breakwaters are
planned with -20m or deeper riprup tops for caisson installation.

In case of riprup levelling by divers under these large waterdcpths, there are problems such as lowering of work
efficiency due to reduction of dividing time, safety problems, etc.

(Problems on manpower riprup mound levelling under large water depths)
1) Oceanic climate conditions

Response to degradation of conditions is difficult, and refuge takes time.
2) Diver boat

Rope mooring is dangerous because of large freedom to cause large sways and tunas.
3) Supporting equipment

When riprup is 100 kg/each or heaviar, a crane is required and work efficiency goes down.
4) Diving equipment

Diving hoses often drift to he entangled with anchor ropes and other divers: it is dangerous.



5) Divers
Compared to shallow water areas up to -15m of water depths with ones of -25m the diving time is reduced very

much and the sight also become worse. Under a water depth of-25m, the volume of final levelling of a diver is approx.

4m° per day and it is only 50% or so compared with work under -15m of water depth.
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According to the number of divers registered by diving skill qualifying test, divers who are engaged in harbor
construction works are 2,487 persons (Table 1). For their age composition, divers who are in 20s of age are 7%, 30s are

24%, 40s are 31% and 50s are 43%. Their average
age become advanced yearand year, so itis difficult
to collect enough number of young divers (Table 2).

Fordiving, experience is an important factor.
However, unlike other jobs, sufficient physical
strength is required, so the age advancement is a
serious problem. In case of large water depths, not
all divers are available and the number is limited
consequently. A large-scale harbor construction
may take ten years or longer for constructing
breakwaters, and it is extremely difficult to secure a
sufficient number of divers locally around the place

of construction.
Judging that riprup levelling at by divers

under water depths of-25m - -32m at Kamaishi is
not possible in consideration of the situation as
above, mechanized execution of work was planned
through engineering developments. Thus develop-
ment of the mound levelling machines were started

in the fiscal 1976.

3. Outline of the mound levelling machine
The machine (Photo 1) is composed of a

riprup supply unit and a mound levelling unit. The
former unit (Photo 2) is composed of a hopper,
chute, buoyancy tank and a suspension pedestal,
and it supplies riprup which is dumped from the
barge to the hopper of the unit. For this purpose, the Photo I The mound levelling machine



Mound levelling unitPhoto 2 Riprup supply unit Photo 3

buoyancy tank floating at sea adopts the TLP
(tension leg platform) system so as to mini-
mize influence of waves.

This system, adopted for wave obser-
vation systems and the production platform
of floating type oil production systems, aims
to minimize the away of the riprup supply
unit by reducing the swaying area of the
structures and by giving tension to wire ropes
(legs) connecting the mound levelling unit
with the buoyancy tank of the riprup supply
unit. By this, the riprup supply unit is made a
flexible structure, and the weight of steel
members was reduced.

The latter unit (Photo 3) provides a
structure and functions for levelling riprup
mounds under -32m of water depth, and is Photo 4 Riprup levelling

composed of a horizontal pedestal having four expansion legs, a chute trolley consisting of a hopper and a chute, and
a traveling trolley moving on the horizontal pedestal.

Four expansion legs can be expanded independently each other to secure the level of the unit on the seabed. The
level adjustment is at first conducted by measuring the sea depth by hydraulic sensors attached to four corners of legs,
then by operating oil pressure cylinders. Each leg has a bottom plate at its bottom end, and the neck is designed to swing
matching the slope of the seabed by ball joint.

Also, to absorb shocks at bottom landing of the machine, a shock absorbing unit is provided.
Riprup supplied to the riprup supply unit is stored in the chute of the mound levelling unit through the expansion

chute, and levelling is conducted simultaneously with discharging by operating the horizontal pedestal and chute
pedestal. By one anchoring, 40m2 of levelling is possible.

Control and monitoring are performed by personal computer through a control panel located on the crane barge.

4. MAJOR ITEMS

Major items of the mound levelling machine are shown inTable 3, and the working fleet and machinery are shown

in Table 4.
Additionally, a general allocation is shown in Fig. 1.
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Flu. 1 General allocation of riprup mound levelling, machine



Work procedure of the mound levelling inachine

The work procedure of time machine is shown in Fig. 2. A situation of mound levelling work is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2 Work procedure
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Fig. 3 Riprup spreading
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(I) Positioning of the mound levelling unit
Positioning of the mound levelling unit is per Iormed by the barge positioning measurement system which is the

measurement by combination of three auto-collimation light wave range finders and two reflectors.

A schematic view of this system is shown in Fig. 4.
For positioning, a levelling area is divided into blocks, and coordinates of each block are programmed, and the

mound levelling unit is guided to a point of execution by monitor of the positioning unit. The monitor screen of the

positioning unit is shown in Fig. 5.
Shifting of the riprup mound levelling machine is conducted by the operating winch of the floating crane in regard

of the length direction of the breakwater, and by operating thejib of the floating crane up and down at traverse. The target

lap length of each block is set to be 50m.

(2) Level adjustment system
After the positioning is completed, level adjustment of the machine is done by expanding each expansion leg in

accordance with values of the hydraulic sensor which are attached to each expansion leg. Regarding the tide level, data
of the tide gage is input directly to the personal computer for the revise. The CRT screen is shown in Fig. 6.

(3) Mound levelling work
After adjusting the level of the machine, the relief of the mound face is studied by pre-measurement using the

echo sounder of the mound levelling unit, and then levelling work is started.
Riprup is supplied by the backhoe of the riprup supply unit through the hopper ofTLP, and via the expansion type

supply chute, stored in the hopper of the mound levelling unit. After that, mound levelling is conducted by operating
the chute trolley and travel trolley by remote control from the control room (two operators) of the floating crane.
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Fig. 5 Auto-positioning screen of the mound leveling machine
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Fig. 7 Schematic view of levelling work



A schematic view of basic levelling work is shown in Fig. 7. By each anchoring, 40m2 (5m x 8m) of levelling
is possible by moving the chute mouth (1.7n1 x 1.9m).

After levelling, post-measurement of the mound face is conducted to confirm the result to be within the target
standard deviation (o= I0cm).

The post-measurement is conducted by the echo sounders (400Hr, 2 units)
A cycle of levelling work is 2h and 20min from positioning to post-measurement in average, 4 -- 5 cycles a day.

A work standard cycles of 'a day are shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8 Standard cycles/day of levelling work

(4) Residual riprup licatment
Residual riprup treatment rdfeis to treatment

of riprup remaining in the chute of the mound
levelling unit after completing mound levelling.

Expanding the expansion legs, the chute mouth

is opened and riprup in the chute is dischai gcd. After

that, shifting the chute mouth sideways and lower-

ing the legs to the original level, residual riprup

treatment is conducted by residual riprup tiealment

ulllt.

Procedure of residual riprup treatment and
echo sounder data are shown in Fig. 9.
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6. RECORDS OF MOUND LEVELLING

The mound levelling machine is used in
full scale for levelling work of riprup varying
between 30 -- 200kg/cach in the breakwater
construction work of Kamaishi Harbor since
1989, and the records are shown in Table 5.

The levelling work has done within the
target value (a= 10cm) of standard deviation. So
the measurement intervals taking the depth after
the work can be widened more than before. So

Table 5 Records of mound levelling

Levelling Levelling Levelling rate
area accuracy (average)

1989

1990

1991

1,800m2 a=8.10cm 3.38 shift/day

2,460m2 a=8.71cm 3.39 shift/day

3,420m2 a=8.73cm 3.45 shift/day

Construction
period

Nov - Dec, 1989

Jul -Aug, 1990

May - Aug, 1991

that may brings the reduction at the working time.
A histogram of depth measurement on the levelled face obtained by the echo sounder of the mound levelling unit

is shown in Fig. 10.
The quantity of levelling per day is approx. 3.4 shifts/day (approx. 135m2/day) in average, however, considering

the lack of the experience in beginning and bad weather conditions during the construction period, 4 shifts/day (160m3/

day) is possible.
The work limits are wave height of H1/10=1.0m max. and wind velocity of 10m/s.

Data quantity: 7077 data
Minimum depth: -24.86m
Maximum depth: -25.37m
Average depth: -25.10m
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7. POST SCRIPT

Fig. 10 Histogram of depth measurement (Fiscal 1990)

This machine has been engaging in mound levelling work of approx. 8,000m2 under a large water depth of-25m
at breakwaters at the mouth of Kamaishi Harbor since 11989, and has attained expected results as reported above.

This machine is planned to engage in the mound levelling work of approx. 50,000m2 continuously in the same
construction work (water depth -25m to -32m) and attainment of further successful results are awaited.
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